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Abstract
On invitation to write an article on Yoga here we decided to write on science of Raj yoga meditation (RM). Normally 
besides the classic asana-based meditations there are 3 kinds of meditations i) Contemplation/ Concentration based ii) 
Mindful based iii) Love kind of meditation. Despite so much scepticism the western world found results with meditation 
and according to them Mindful based meditation is the true one as they get results of increased Concentration, attention 
with them. Nevertheless, here we have focused on description of science behind RM. Here thus we have detailed a 
narrative review. The authors performed an extensive search on various platforms like PubMed; Google scholar; Web 
of Science; Embassy; Cochrane review library utilizing the MeSH terms; “Raj yoga meditation (RM)”; “Cognitive 
brain”; “attention systems ‘’emotional brain’ ’anandamide; coronary artery disease (CAD); drug addiction; obesity; 
neuropsychiatric disorders to assess the efficacy of RM in treatment of various diseases” from 2000 till date in 2023. We 
have detailed anandamide as it is the basic hormone liberated subsequent to bliss and helps in treatment of substance 
use disorders( SUD) .Further the basis of different neurotransmitters like serotonin, vasopressin ,GABA etc are detailed 
for laymen along with professionals to get insight into RM as well as its benefits which can aid in positive thinking and 
power of belief that I can do it can help one attain the impossible as I am possible. So much so that if 2 group of patients 
are told one that you will develop stomach cancer after 5 yrs, the one told of cancer actually develops it while say 2 
patients knee surgery for pain both given anaesthesia one operated other also feels relief of pain despite no surgery with 
the power of mind, hence the role of positive thinking has kept a lot of cancer patients alive despite given a prognosis 
of 6mths life.

Review  Article Advancement in Yoga and Physical Therapy
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1. Introduction 
Here on being invited to write an article on yoga we decided 
to describe raj yoga meditation in detail to start with we know 
WHO definition of health is a state of complete physical, mental 
and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or 
infirmity. We all realize that the worldwide incidence of depres-
sion is increasing. Furthermore, with so much unhappiness the 
immune system is further compromised which explains why the 
incidence of autoimmune diseases is escalating. Moreover, a lot 
of diseases whose ethology is not known is termed as psychoso-
matic. Hence here our aim is to describe the science correlated 
with raj yoga meditation to understand how we souls can reach 
back in a happy state.

To get insight it is significant to know what the central nervous 
system [CNS]is comprised of. Of this the brain is a physical or-
gan that can be visualized whose anatomy and physiology can be 
clearly identified whereas what is the aatma/soul/consciousness 
is something which despite all their efforts scientists have been 
unable to capture even in patients on their death bed. The su-

preme soul has explained the inherent qualities of the same and 
his own qualities which till date no human beinghas not been 
able to understand.

Initially we will start detailing different systems of CNS as we 
had earlier detailed in our article where we compared obesity as 
parallel to a state of brain as seen in drug addiction.

The initial question arises 
Who am I
Basically, we are not the body given the name, profession, re-
ligion but the soul/aatma/Chetna or consciousness that can’t be 
visualized whereas the brain body are physical and can be seen.

2. Anatomy of various systems
For understanding it is significance to give a description of the 
insight of the Attention systems, Role of Cognitive Control Sys-
tems Brain reward systems, Role of emotion and memory as we 
contrasted in a model of obesity in lines with drug abuse and 
addiction as proposed by Volkow ND.
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2.1 Role of cognitive control systems 
Cognitive Control have executive functions inclusive of ham-
pering of the prepotent reactions. Cognitive regulation aids a 
person to refuse a piece of cake if not feeling hungry. Prefrontal 
Cortex (PFC) makes most part of Cognitive Control networks 
particularly the cingulate cortex, inferior frontal cortex, pre-sup-
plementary motor area along with dorsolateral PFC [DLPFC] 
[1]. Dysfunctional hampering regulation has been illustrated in 
obese humans. It has been posited that dysfunctional cognitive 
regulation control might influence the increased reward reac-

tions to food cues; thereby overeating [2,3]. Lesser metabolism 
has been observed in obese as determined by Positron Emission 
Tomography [PET] imaging or diminished activity in PFC that 
associates with dopamine receptor accessibility as well as and 
BMI [4,5]. Thus, abnormalities in cognitive regulation have 
been observed both in general as well as food particular tasks in 
obese people though it is not clear if poor cognitive or hamper-
ing regulation occurs secondary to obesity or results in obesity 
(Figure 1). 

Legend for fig 1

Courtesy ref no 8-A theory of how cognitive control may inter-
act with reward and food consumption is that in typical cases, 
heightened cognitive control may decrease the reward system's 
activation to food cues and thus decrease food consumption (a). 
This may be altered in obesity, where cognitive control is im-
paired, and the reward system may be heightened, leading to 
increased food consumption (b).

2.2Attention systems
Brain network of attention systems are inclusive of parietal as 
well as and visual cortices, along with certain regions of frontal 
cortex [6,7]. Escalated activation of occipital cortex has been 
illustrated for high calorie/HFD images (Figure 2)
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Legend for Fig2

Courtesy with permission from Berthoud HR ref no- 52. Ma-
jor Systems and pathways responsible for the neural integration 
of internal and external information in the control of appetite 
and energy expenditure. Blue areas and pathways are mainly in-
volved in metabolic and energy balance regulation. Red areas 
and pathways are mainly involved in communication with the 
external world through cognitive and emotional processes such 
as learnng and memory, reward, mood, stress, choice and deci-
sion making. 

 2.3 Role of reward systems 
 Major hypothesis with regards to how these get altered in obesi-
ty is: i) Hypersensitivity to reward-as summarized by PET stud-
ies have illustrated lower accessibility of dopamine D2receptors 
in striatum in obese in contrast to normal weight rats as well 
as akin observations in humans also. Thus, implication is lower 

dopaminergic signal might => people to seek highly rewarding 
foods that in turn => obesity. An under responsive reward cir-
cuit as well as and habitual food consumption of high fat/calorie 
foods has been contrasted to drugs of addiction as reviewed ear-
lier [8,9-14].

Other theory: ii) Hyperresponsivity to food cues => individuals 
to seek greater along with greater amounts. Escalated ingestion 
of these highly rewarding foods => larger disconnect amongst 
reward exposure to food cues along with reactions to inges-
tion of foods which => them to eat greater food quantities to 
achieve expected reward. This has been by activation of nucleus 
accumbent, midbrain and Orbitofrontal Cortex [OFC] in visual 
foods cues and to achieve the anticipated reward expectation of 
milk shake [15]. (Figure 3). 
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Legend for fig3

Courtesy ref no 8-Theories of how reward responsivity is affect-
ed in obesity: hyperresponsivity [a] and hyperresponsivity [b]. 
The first theory suggests that obese individuals have a height-
ened reward response to food cues but after increased food con-
sumption, this leads to a decreased response to reward to actual 
food consumption [but not food cues], and this disconnect leads 
to greater food intake over time. The second theory posits that 
individuals with a natural hyposensitivity for rewards consume 
more food because they require more food consumption and 
higher calorie or high fat foods to achieve the same level of re-
ward.

 2.4 Role of emotion and memory 
The amygdala is the primary one that controls appetite in reac-
tion to emotions. Amygdala activates to food cues [16,17] and 
this reaction escalates in childhood, adolescent as well as adult 
obesity [18-21]. Activation of amygdala further anticipates in-
gestion of high fat or high calorie foods [22]. Participants with 
reaction of amygdala to food cues when not hungry had chanc-
es of gaining weight [23]. Greater quantities of leptin in ado-
lescents associated with activation of amygdale to high calorie 
foods [21]. Stress relieving actions of sucrose gets modulated 
through amygdale circuit communicating with hypothalamus-pi-

tuitary-Adrenal [H-P-A] axis [24]. 

Memory is basically controlled by hippocampus and Para hip-
pocampal formation that might impact eating. Diminished func-
tioning of hippocampus => escalated food consumption as well 
as poor diet quality [25,26]. Despite canonically timing of food 
gets regulated by circadian rhythms along with \suprachiasmatic 
nucleus, proof confirmed this gets over ridden by memory as 
well as experiences (Figure 4) [26]. Hippocampus gets inputs 
with regards to food cues from numerous other areas inclusive 
of insula, OFC, as well as arcuate nucleus of hypothalamus. 
Moreover, hippocampus gets regulated by peripheral signals 
like leptin in addition to ghrelin to control food ingestion. Obe-
sity, possibly could comprise hippocampus functions via Blood 
Brain Barrier [BBB], although hippocampus is protected by 
BBB, cytokines associated with inflammation might not possess 
the capacity of reaching hippocampus, yet there is support that 
inflammation in CNS might be carried out by microglia like in 
hypothalamus [27,28]. In obesity, microglial effects have been 
illustrated to results in dysfunction of hippocampus are via CNS 
inflammatory events. These action on hippocampus have been 
observed more in rodents compared to human brain with more 
studies required in humans. 
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Legend for fig4
Courtesy ref no-8-Memory influences eating behaviours in a 
cyclical manner. Decreased hippocampal activity leads to de-
creased memory of meals and increased response to food cues. 
This leads to increased caloric consumption and obesity, which 
in turn leads to increased inflammation and cardiometabolic dys-
function which in turn decreases hippocampal function.

Basically, prefrontal cortex [PFC] is the so called logical or In-
tellectual Brain meant for accurate decision taking- Emotional 
Brain mainly Limbic system as explained earlier inclusive of 
amygdala are responsible for emotions-normally love suppress-
es what is correct/right, dopamine -pleasure or hedonic, vaso-
pressin-physical love-attraction, bonding, serotonin for happi-
ness-- here in laymen term will concentrate on PFC &amygdala. 
Amygdala is an almond shaped area of Limbic system. Amyg-
dala does not allow the PFC to think positively however this can 
be attained with raj yoga meditation-Basic Principles- neurons 
which work/fire together get wired ultimately, electrical flow 
from 1 – other neuron &so on ultimately autopilot mode -we 
automatically perform thus habit generation Belief System one 
can leave habits or alter habits by giving positive thoughts like 
drug habit repeated say cigarette/tea/high fat diet-her thoughts/
affirmations work but unstable mind-In 1948Donald Hap gave 
the concept of neuroplasticity. Brain neurons can’t be altered 
once destroyed-only can alter circuit -say short circuit occurs in 
electric wires -works on akin principles. Plasticity moulds neu-
rons- neuronal connections >100 million neurons habits in some 

circuits-replace the thought of tea/liquor say harmful as well as 
replace new thoughts so new connections formed.

Biochemical events in synapses as well as other neuronal com-
partments underlie neuroplasticity [functional as well as structur-
al changes in the brain which aids in adapting to the environment, 
learning, memory, in addition to rehabilitation subsequent to brain 
damage]. This basic molecular level of brain plasticity covers multi-
ple particular proteins [enzymes, receptors, structural proteins, etc.] 
which take part in numerous coordinated and crosstalk with signal 
along with metabolic events, their modulation generating a molecu-
lar basis for brain plasticity [rev in 29].

Brain-mind work like a library with Brain being a storehouse -what-
ever hear, see read generate experience- mind is a reader, picks up 
thoughts from the stored information as well as produces thoughts.
 
Belief System -whatever negative content is acquired from sur-
roundings- thoughts mirror neurons principles- thoughts constitute 
inner world. This inner world needs daily cleaning.

The negativity can be eliminated by cognitive affirmations -this 
approach repeated by constant cognitive affirmations till wiring 
not changed How imagination works was validated by Napoleon 
making an imaginary 9-member superior brains constitution and he 
would discuss and gradually over 6 months  it gave them a positive 
outcome.
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By utilization of Gamma neuron camera -same area in Brain 
gets activated when one monkey eats banana while other mon-
key watches eating him i.e. imagination-same events generated 
in neurons -hence same principle works in Rajyoga meditation 
Einstein, Vivekananda -smart man, followed by Nikola Tes-
la-who invented magnetic resonance imaging - revealed secrets 
of universe - insight from energy, frequency, vibrations -wire 
-current passes -in body current is energy-once this energy of the 
consciousness is present we are alive -on death this energy- dis-
appears Universe comes from Latin word -unit means 1, verse 
means turn into 1,

3. Brain reward systems in addiction 
 This neural network is comprised of various intercommunicated 
Brain regions inclusive of ventral tegmental area, nucleus ac-
cumbent, amygdala, hippocampus prefrontal cortex [PFC] [30]. 
The PFC portrays an amalgamated neural system in humans. 
There requirement is for normal executive working inclusive 
of decision taking as well as inhibitory regulation in addition 
to advantageous socioeconomic working [31]. Studies utiliz-
ing positron emission tomography [PET] along with functional 
magnetic resonance imaging[Firm] have illustrated that subjects 
presenting with substance use disorders[SUD] possess reduction 
in activity in the PFC[32].This situations apparently is associ-

ated with reduction in the quantities of dopamine receptor in 
addition to aberrant firing of dopaminergic neurons[33].Such al-
terations in the dopamine system in addition to PFC activity fa-
cilitate compulsive substance consumption as well as behaviour 
regarding looking for substances along with elimination of reg-
ulation over substance ingestion [34]. Akin to that incomplete 
PFC generation as well as the resultant reduction in the capac-
ity of regulating impetuous choice have been pointed to reason 
out the specific susceptibility of adolescents towards substance 
abuse [34], emphasizing the significance of avoidance of utili-
zation of addictive psychoactive substances at this key time of 
Brain formation. Thereby the present convalescence approaches 
have highlighted the significance of Interdisciplinary treatment 
strategies involving targeting the regeneration of normal PFC 
working whereas combination of medicines, social care in ad-
dition to behavioural therapy with cooperation of Psychologists, 
Psychiatrists, social workers as well as family [35].

Although successful management of SUD is the field of psychia-
trists with them displaying the role of aerobic exercises for SUD 
having an integration of mind-body crosstalk with bidirectional 
modes [top down [cognitive] as well as bottom up processing 
factors [physiological reactions] [36]] (see fig5). Here our em-
phasis is to highlight how spirituality might aid in getting over it.

Legend for Figure 5 
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Courtesy ref no-36-Pace control during continuous exercise 
while integrating top-down [cognitive functions] and bottom-up 
processing factors [physiological responses].

 Here we deal with the science of raj yoga meditation, which 
deals with generation of a relationship with the supreme soul. 
Basically, we all are souls which possesses the 7 properties of 
love, purity, Gyan or knowledge, Ananda or bliss, sukh  orhap-
piness, peace or shanti power of which the supreme soul is an 
ocean. Energy flows from a higher energy frequency state to one 
of lower energy state. We human souls have got so much deplet-
ed that over time cycle of 5000 yrs when souls were intrinsically 
full of all these 7 properties that humans as well as animals lived 
together in harmony and peace. Presently in kalyug most of 
these properties are depleted. For generation of any relationship 
one has to understand that he is like a point of light as well as 
we can get all the love, purity, knowledge, peace, power or bliss 
from him. He is the one who introduces himself etc. Coming to 
the science of spirituality bliss gets generated by the liberation 
of hormone anandamide. In USA lot of trials are going on with 
regards to artificial production of anandamide for treating SUI 
but nothing better than natural anandamide or endocannabinoid 
for getting rid of it.

3.2 Anandamide biochemistry &physiology
N- arachidonoyl ethanolamine [AEA] or anandamide has been 
studied maximum exhaustively of the full family members of 
N-acyl ethanolamine [NAE]. In maximum tissues AEA quan-
tities are 10 to 100-fold lesser than- palmitoyl ethanolamine 
[PEA], N-stearoyl ethanolamine [SEA] and N-oleoyl ethanol-
amine [OEA], [37,38]. Nevertheless, unlike other NAEs, AEA 
can activate the cannabinoid [CB1]-receptor [39]. The CB1 
receptor has one of the maximum enrichments of G- protein 
coupled receptors [GPCRs] in the mammalian brain, which 
gets activated by (-)-Δ [9]-tetrahydrocannabinol [THC], the 
psychoactive constituent of cannabis. Subsequently, AEA and 
2-arachidonoylglycerol [2- AG], a second endogenous CB1 re-
ceptor agonist, are known as endogenous cannabinoids or endo-
cannabinoids are generated in addition to released. Both AEA 
along with 2-AG are partial agonists for the CB1 receptor with 
sub micromolar potency [40]. Absolute quantities of AEA are 
usually lesser in contrast to 2-AG in brain, although greater 
variation have been found on the method of assessment [41]. In 
bulk extracts of whole or area- particular rat brain lysates, AEA 
quantities were canonically 100- to 1000-fold lesser in contrast 
to 2-AG, however this variation was just2- to 8-fold on deter-
mination via in vivo micro dialysis [41]. It was posited that this 
results in by the greater quick post-mortem escalation of 2-AG 
in contrast to AEA [41]. AEA is believed to be regarded as a 
tonic neuromodulator – i.e., it persistently signals in the bas-
al state – which is liberated by neurons upon Ca2+-stimulation 
and is rapidly degraded by Fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH) 
[42,43-45]. Despite AEA was initially detailed in the form of 
retrograde neurotransmitter, N-acyl phosphatidylethanolamine 
- phospholipase D [NAPE -PLD] has presynaptic placement 
whereas FAAH has postsynaptic placement, implying that AEA 
might be working in the form of an anterograde signalling lip-
id [46]. AEA further possesses the capacity of working in the 

form of an intracellular messenger, generated upon an influx 
of Ca2+-ions through activation of the GQ-pathway [47]. The 
word ‘Ananda’ –alias bliss in Sanskrit – was correctly coined, in 
view of escalated AEA signalling generate analgesic, anxiolytic 
along with anti-depressant action via CB1 receptor signalling in 
the brain [48-50]. On the other hand, acute as well as recurrent 
stress exposure in rats resulted in a diminished AEA quantities 
in the amygdala, modulating by enhanced FAAH activity [51]. 
Stressed rats illustrated an inverse association amongst amyg-
dale AEA along with plasma stress hormone quantities [corti-
costerone] [52]. Decreased brain AEA signalling upon recurrent 
stress escalated liberation of corticosterone [53]. Compared to 
that repeated stress increased amygdale 2-AG quantities, which 
ameliorated hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal [HPA] axis activa-
tion. AEA and 2-AG are thereby proposed to be the effectors 
of HPA-axis signalling in the brain, whereas possessing func-
tionally unique part [53, 54]. Apart from its roles in modulating 
fear and stress behaviour, AEA was revealed to facilitate neu-
roprotection, memory generation along with food consumption 
via brain CB1 receptor activation [53-58]. Pharmacological 
studies in mice pointed that exogenous AEA cannabimimetic 
generates reactions, which are fast in onset, but shorter as well 
as possess lesser robust in contrast to THC, presumably in view 
of its rapid catabolism [59]. In agreement, Fatty acid amide hy-
drolase [FAAH]- knockout [KO] mice were extra sensitive to 
AEA treatment [60]. Exogenous AEA delivery in rats produced 
a central CB1-receptor- based orexigenic [appetite-stimulating] 
action akin to THC [61]. AEA has further been correlated to CB1 
receptor signalling in the periphery, for example in adipocytes, 
the female reproductive system as well as skin tissue where it 
is implicated in energy expenditure, implantation along with 
epidermal differentiation, respectively [62,63]. Intriguingly, pe-
ripheral CB1 receptor activation is involved in food ingestion in 
addition to intestinal AEA quantities were observed to be sub-
stantially highly escalated in starved mice [64]. The analgesic 
effects of AEA were also observed in the periphery, where pe-
ripheral blockade of FAAH produced antinociception via a CB1 
receptor-dependent mechanism [65]. Noticeably the antinoci-
ceptive action of AEA escalated synergistically when combined 
with PEA in a mouse model of peripheral pain [66]. AEA has 
been detailed in the form of partial agonist with sub micromolar 
robustness for the CB2 receptor, which is primarily expressed 
in the immune system as well as is implicated in the inflamma-
tory reaction [40, 67-69]. Despite 2-AG has been pointed to be 
the true endogenous CB2 receptor ligand in view of its usually 
greater quantities compared to AEA and its capacity of working 
in the form of a full agonist [40,70], further AEA was revealed 
to modulate inflammation via activation of the CB2 receptor by 
diminishing pro-inflammatory cytokines in cells [62, 71]. Apart 
from the cannabinoid receptors, AEA possesses the capacity of 
activating the transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 [TRPV1] 
ion channel [72]. AEA has thus been named an end vanilloid 
[73,74,]. TRPV1, also termed - the capsaicin receptor, is a sig-
nificant player in pain perception in addition to has placement at 
peripheral sensory neurons [75]. Accruing proof has shown that 
TRPV1 is expressed in the CNS also [76,77]. The activation of 
TPRV1 by AEA causes a cellular influx of Ca2+-ions as well 
as has been correlated with locomotor depression, hyperalgesia 
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under inflammatory conditions, vasodilation along with hypo-
thermia [47, 75]. [see Fig6] [78].

Legend for Figure. 6

Courtesy ref no 78. Oxidative metabolic pathways for AEA. 
See text for details. Abbreviations: AEA, N-arachidonoyleth-
anolamide [anandamide; COX, cyclooxygenase; CYP450, cy-
tochrome P450; EET-EA, epoxyeicosatrienoyl ethanol amide; 
HETE-EA, hydroxyeicosatetraenoyl ethanol amide; LOX, lip-
oxygenase; PG-EA, prostaglandin ethanol amide.

4. Rajyoga meditation is the natural source of anandamide.
Spirituality comes from study of Spirit or soul. Normally ener-

gy flows from higher source of energy to lower state like in a 
battery.

 Emotions which are negative-are comprised of lower frequency 
vibrations Positive emotions like happiness- are comprised of 
higher frequency vibrations like from battery in raj yoga medi-
tation energy flows from the ocean of love, peace, Gyan, power, 
sukh/happiness, happiness, bliss which is extremely charged -so 
we can charge our battery from this higher frequency to lower 
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frequency like happiness validated by ref 79]. gamma neuron 
camera in happiness shows aura as orange or red while darker 
in unhappy.

Thoughts- neurons fire -actions decided more intense if our 
iChat/desire v strong-firing of neurons
There are 4 kind of thoughts-i) positive [like kalyankari or help-
ing , shubh or well meaning bhavna or feelings for others ii) neg-
ative [why x, y, z did so and so feel of revenge iii) neutral [day to 
day routine take bath, work etc iv) waste thoughts [no connection 
with present-keep thinking of past. greater such thoughts more 
energy depleted. Stress is given on type of thought process to be 
kept positive with emphasis of the supreme soul on not to accept 
defeat with any failures which just are tools to teach us and he 
cites examples of the lady who lost her leg in a train accident but 
with her will power she managed to climb the Himalayas .The 
same for any deformities he says if you don’t accept defeat he 
walks 1000steps with us once we move one step. 

In a research done in Howard-they wrote an article with title – 
‘’A wandering mind is an unhappy mind’’-on recruiting people 
asking how they felt at the moment their observationswere-47% 
times people were not focused on what they were doing-most 
inventions take place in lot of silence &concentration like space 
programmes etc.
With positive thoughts usually, one has great feelings and indi-
vidual remains in good mood
Say in sangeet/music-pitch changes-voice changes but if all 
pitch only 1 voice comes more bland -i.e. in universe if all higher 
frequency vibrations souls looks same like in sangeet/music in 
2007 Dr David gave the concept of rumination- negative emo-
tions- negative influence
It has been suggested that a high tendency to ponder manifests 
in the form of a deficit in controlling emotion. Previous research 
observed that people possessing greater trend to lament over old 
things illustrated attention for negative stimuli in addition to 
escalated negative thinking, that might lead to augmentation of 
experiences of negative emotions. Furthermore, greater quanti-
ties of lamenting over past was correlated with lesser emotional 
insight., On the basis of this Lakita. [80] posited (i) high rumi-
nators [HR] experience emotional responses of greater intensi-
ty in contrast to low ruminators [LR] for negative however not 
positive emotions, (ii) LR possessing greater emotional clarity 
in contrast to HR, as well as (iii) akin fashion of outcomes re-
sults for sulking but not for reflective reviewing. A demographic 
questionnaire was finished by the enrolled patients, a rumination 
response style questionnaire, in addition to the Beck Depression 
Inventory-II. They further rated emotional intensity along with 
isolated emotion kind for scene pictures from the CAP-D [Cat-
egorized Affective Pictures Database]. The highest [HR] and 
lowest [LR] quarters of ruminators were contrasted on degree of 
emotional intensity as well as emotional clarity. Their observa-
tions were that HR felt negative emotions with greater intensity 
in contrast to LR, with no variation for positive emotions. In 
comparison to their proposal, the two groups did not vary in their 
emotion understanding. This fashion of outcomes was observed 
for brooding but not for reflective contemplating. Their research 

gave insight regarding the mode behind rumination as well as 
emotion [ 80].

Love is basically a high frequency emotion, A-pleasure-say 
love is blind -epic suppressed-like we excuse subtle mistakes 
of ones we love hence judgemental brain shutdown, have at-
tachment with them Inner peace -normally turbulence in inner 
world subsequent to1st reaction to stress that works on sympa-
thetic nervous system [SNS] leads to ACTH liberation which 
further leads to escalated production of cortisol, adrenaline as 
well as noradrenaline, increased heart rate, blood pressure [BP]. 
Basic idea as we had been taught is fight as well as flight re-
action, greater cortisol escalates sugar availability to fight any 
stress or enemy say lion more energy needed by limbs and shuts 
off digestion, Feedback from amygdala to temporal lobe to 
PFC which gets shut off on continued negativity while size of 
amygdala gets enlarged with obvious Hippocampus is affected 
memory loss, dementia occurs as well as gastrointestinal tract 
[GIT] influenced. Expert clinicians Default Mode Network 
[DMN]-active when not doing anything-has effect on smri-
ti, emotions’ have very low DMN activity-- Meditation might 
possess a considerable influence on our mental life, with expert 
clinicians illustrating an experience that is rid of any partition 
amongst a different self in addition to the environment, point-
ing an obvious experience of " nondual awareness." What are 
the neural associates of these kind of experiences as well as the 
way they correlate with the thought of nondual awareness itself? 
For getting insight regarding the actions of meditation over the 
brain’s particular topography, Cooper teal. [ 81], reviewed func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging[fMRI] brain observations 
from studies particular to arrangement of meditation kinds along 
with the degree of experience of meditators. Furthermore, they 
reviewed observations from studies that directly looked into the 
crosstalk amongst meditation in addition to the self-experience. 
The maximum outcomes obtained were(i) reduction posterior 
Default Mode Network [DMN] activity, (ii) escalated central 
executive networks [CEN] activity, (iii) diminished connectiv-
ity amongst posterior DMN along with posterior in addition 
to anterior DMN, (iv) escalated connectivity amongst anterior 
DMN as well as CEN along with (v) influenced connectivity 
amongst DMN as well as CEN [ significant amongst impacted 
connectivity between the DMN and CEN [probably a nonlinear 
event]. Overall these point a considerable distributional transfer 
of the brain of the brain’s particular topography in meditators 
in advanced stage -thus they posited a topography redistribu-
tion model of meditation [Tromp]. Of these a core constituent of 
the Troms topographic redistribution of DMN as well as Cena’s 
associated with a reduction in the mental self-processing is as-
sociated with in addition to a synchronization with the greater 
nondual layers of self-processing, noticeably interoceptive as 
well as exteroceptive self-processing, this redistribution of the 
working of both brain in addition to self-processing can lead to 
the definitive experience of " nondual awareness. Hence the in-
sight gained in this review yields substantial neural actions of 
advanced meditation, positing an outcome based unifying medal 
[Tromp] with the ameliorating the objective[neural] along with 
subjective[experimental] actions of meditation [81].
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Legend for Figure. 7
Courtesy ref no 81-Flow chart of screening process for reviewed 
studies. Upper blue half represents the screening that was spe-
cific to meditation only, and the bottom pink half represents the 
screening that was specific to the interaction between meditation 
and the self

 4.1- Brief introduction of ancient yoga history in India
200 yrs prior to Christ Oldershaw was 1st time published in 
India by Patanjali rishi. Despite the large number of historical 
in addition to the surviving extant schools of canonical Yogic 
practice, [inclusive of Tantric Yoga] share a common underlying 
framework of practice known as Ashtanga Yoga [or the eight 
limbs/organs of Yoga], first believed to have appeared in the 
Yoga Sutras of Patanjali.

The eight limbs of Yoga in order are, yama, niyama, asana, pra-
nayama, pratyahara, dharana, Dhyana, and samadhi. Yama and 
niyama consist of five ethical principles each to guide a yoga 
practitioner’s conduct in relation to others and themselves, re-
spectively. In most traditions of Yoga, the teacher [or guru] kept 
an intricate watch on the conduct of the disciple before initiating 
them into the subsequent limbs. In the Ananda Margi practices 
as well, progress in meditation is believed to be inextricably cor-
related with the degree one is able to follow yama and niyama.
Yama-Its 5 limbs are i) ahinsa [nonviolence] ii) Satya /truthful-
ness iii) asteya(notheft) [no theft] iv) aparigraha [not possessive] 

as well as v) brahmcharya [celibacy all 5 some feelis akin to Jain 
/partly Buddhist 
Niyama- Its 5 limbs are i) swach [cleanliness] ii) santushta or 
satisfaction iii) Tapas [self-discipline] sadhana[self-reflection] 
v) ishvarapranidhana [surrender to a higher power /god] [re-
viewed in ref 82in detail]. I am not going in detail of asana, 
pranayama, pratyahara, dharana, Dhyana, and Samadhi as our 
major aim is to describe Rajyoga Meditation. omit over the 

 4.2 What is raj yoga meditation (RM) and its benefits
The term Raja yoga has been detailed in numerous transcripts 
in addition to texts inclusive of Bhagavat Gita along with books 
which have been rewritten by Yoga Sutra of Patanjali, Raja Yoga 
by Swami Vivekananda etc. Here Rajyoga meditation [RM] 
points to Brahmakumaris school of thought which details the 
foundation principles for this type of meditation. RM is sepa-
rate from other types of meditation in view of that it portrays 
an open-eye meditation strategy. Most of the mediation strate-
gies are closed-eye meditation practices concentrating on their 
thoughts or count breathing, or chanting mantra, or remaining 
silent, etc. In RM Spiritual practice, a person is to make him-
self/herself aware in the form of being self/soul [an eternal kind 
of point of light] that is localized amongst the eyebrows while 
focusing on a meaningful external symbol [a point of light that 
is believed to be a symbolic portrayal of Supreme Soul/God] 
[83]. Furthermore, they are counselled to think positively about 
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the inherent qualities for example peace, love, bliss, etc. which 
are latent within the self- [84,85]. There is paucity of studies 
published on RM, specifically in the field of neurocognitive re-
search.

More advantages of RM is that telomeres present in chromo-
somes become smaller with negativity which is associated with 
shorter life whereas long term meditators [LTM]- have longer 
telomeres size; thus, longer life [86] ... 

4.2 Effect on Electroencephalography (EEG)
With the utilization of electroencephalography [EEG]machine 
Brain electrical activity can be determined with use of cap with 
electrodes fitted- Brain waves obtained might be i) β waves-
when person normal talking /behaviour but might get exaggerat-
ed on inner world turbulence detailed in numerous transcripts On 
meditation mind relaxes & is in α state ii)Deeper meditation-ϴ 
state-a state in which we sleep with dreams -this is a state when 
subconscious mind active as well as suggestions can be given 
iii)More deep -δ state-deeper sleep with nodreams-Dadi Janaki’s 
mind labelled as the most stable mind in the world where she is 
in δ state while doing day-day work as well.

Newer theories new Brain cells can be created in long term med-
itators [LTM]-they possess thicker grey matter, modulate smriti 
emotions. Have increased Brain connectivity-hence anger, emo-
tions -power there to control them with greater tolerance power.

This was corroborated by Paucity of studies were performed re-
garding physiological properties of raj yoga meditation with uti-
lization of electroencephalography [EEG]. Band power in addi-
tion to cortical asymmetry had not been evaluated with raj yoga 
meditators. Hence. Sharma etal. [85] performed a study with the 
objective of assessment of action of continuous meditation prac-
tice on EEG Brain dynamic in low frequency bands of long-term 
raj yoga meditators. Matching of subjects was achieved in both 
the groups. Lesser frequency EEG bands were evaluated in rest-
ing in addition to at the time of meditation.21 male long-term 
meditators [LTM] as well as equal controls were recruited to 
take part in this study according to inclusion criteria. Semi high 
density was recorded prior to along with at the time of medita-
tion in LTM group as well as control group. The major outcomes 
obtained from this study was spectral power of alpha in addition 

to theta bands along with cortical[hemispherical] asymmetry es-
timated with the utilization of band power. One-way ANOVA 
was determined for finding significant variation amongst EEG 
spectral properties of groups. Outcomes displayed high band 
power in alpha in addition to theta spectra in case of meditators. 
Determination of cortical asymmetry via EEG power was fur-
ther observedto be great in frontal along with parietal channels. 
Nevertheless, no association was observed amongst the expe-
rience of meditation [in years/hrs] practice with EEG indices. 
Thereby they concluded that in all outcomes obtained pointed 
to smaller frequencies [alpha in addition to theta] aided in at 
the time of sustenance of meditation experience. This implied 
a positive influence of meditation on frontal along with parietal 
brain regions implicated in the events of control of selective in 
addition to sustenance of attention that validated the implication 
of emotion along with cognitive processing. 

4.3 Effect on grey matter volume (GMV)
Neural plasticity [NP] gets escalated according to studies which 
validate that on practicing raj yoga meditation NGO elevated in 
reward processing areas of brain. Till date no studies, had been 
conducted for validating these alterations in Rajyoga meditation 
[RM]practitioners. Ramesh Babu et al. [ 87], in the present study 
possessed the objective of isolating grey matter volume [GMV] 
alterations in reward processing regions of brain as well as its 
correlation with happiness scores in RM practitioners in contrast 
to non-meditators. Structural MRI of selected enrolment of peo-
ple was performed matched for age, gender in addition to hand-
edness [n = 40/group] were assessed with the utilization of vox-
el- dependent morphometric approach and Oxford Happiness 
Questionnaire (OHQ) scores were associated. Significant esca-
lation of OHQ happiness scores were found in RM practitioners 
in contrast to non-meditators. While, a tendency towards signifi-
cance was the finding in RM practitioners who possessed greater 
experience, on contrasting OHQ scores with hours of meditation 
experience. Furthermore, in RM practitioners, greater GMV 
were found in reward processing centres; for instance, right su-
perior frontal gyrus, left inferior orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) in 
addition to bilateral praecuneus. Multiple regression evaluation 
illustrated significant correlation amongst OHQ scores of RM 
practitioners along with reward processing regions right superior 
frontal gyrus, left middle OFC, right insula as well as left anteri-
or cingulate cortex [87].

Legend for Figure8
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Courtesy ref no 87
Representative structural MRI images, showing significant dif-
ference (p < 0.05 FWE TFCE corrected) in (a) right superior 
frontal gyrus, (b) inferior orbitofrontal gyrus and (c) bilateral 
praecuneus in RM practitioners than NM. Colom bar represents 

TFCE-value. These representative structural MRI images were 
compiled and MNI coordinates were inserted into this compiled 
image using Adobe Photoshop version CS3 (https://www.adobe.
com/in/).

Legend for Figure9

Courtesy ref no 87
Representative structural MRI image, showing significant 
(p < 0.05, FWE TFCE corrected) positive correlation with GMV 
of (a) right superior frontal gyrus, (b) left middle orbitofrontal 
gyrus, (c) right insula and (d) left anterior cingulate cortex in 
RM practitioners. Colour bar represents TFCE value. These 
representative structural MRI images were compiled and MNI 

coordinates were inserted into this compiled image using Adobe 
Photoshop version CS3 (https://www.adobe.com/in/).

 Additionally, with escalating hours of RM practice, a signifi-
cant positive correlation was found in bilateral ventral pallidum. 
These observations suggest that RM practice escalates GMV in 
reward processing areas correlated with happiness [86].

Legend for Figure. 10.
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Courtesy ref no 87
Representative structural MRI image, showing significant 
(p < 0.05 FWE TFCE corrected) positive association of GMV 
of bilateral ventral pallidum in RM practitioners with hours of 
meditation practice. Colour bar represents TFCE value. These 
representative structural MRI images were compiled and MNI 
coordinates were inserted into this compiled image using Adobe 
Photoshop version CS3 (https://www.adobe.com/in/).

4.4 Effect on coronary artery disease 
Dr Satish Gupta etal [88] for the first time under IRDO study 
with the guidance of supreme soul in one hundred and twen-
ty-three angiographically revealed moderate to severe coronary 
artery disease [CAD] patients having the delivery of healthy as 
well as happy lifestyle [HLS] that was constituted of lesser-fat as 
well as greater-fibre vegetarian diet, moderate aerobic exercises 
in addition to stress management via raj yoga meditation. The 
maximum subtle characteristics were to train in self-responsi-
bility [meaning heal +thy] along with self-empowering via inner 
self-consciousness [swaths imply inner selfish- consciousness] 
strategy with the utilization of raj yoga meditation. Subsequent 
to their 7day in-house short stay patients were advised to fol-
low up regarding revaluation in addition to further training in 
its advancements. On the finishing of 2 yrs a repeat angiogra-
phy was advised. 360Coronary damaged areas were evaluated 
by 2 separate angiographers. In case of CAD patients having 
maximum sticking to the orders of HLS ,had a regression of per-
centage diameter stenosis by 18.23±12.04absolute percentage 
points.91% illustrated a tendency towards regression along with 
51.4% damaged areas regressed by > 10 absolute percentage 
points .The cardiac events in CAD patients were :11 had maxi-
mum adherence along with 38 had the minimal adherence on a 
follow up of6.48years(risk ratio; maximum vs minimal adherenc
e4.32;95%CI:1.69=11.705;P<0.002].In Toto healthy alterations 
in cardiovascular, metabolic along with Psychological para-
digms reduce in absolute percentage diameter coronary stenosis 
as well as cardiac processes in patients of CAD were intricately 
correlated with sticking to HLS disease. Nevertheless, greater 
than 50% of adherence is imperative to attain a significant al-
teration [88].

4.4 Effect of RM on modulation of anxiety levels prior to cor-
onary artery bypass surgery 
A prospective randomized control study was carried out by 
Kiran etal. [89] in a single tertiary care centre. One hundred and 
fifty patients undergoing elective coronary artery bypass surgery 
were recruited in the study. The patients were randomized in two 
groups namely, Group 1 [Rajyoga group] and Group 2 [Control 
Group]. Anxiety was estimated on a visual analogy scale 1–10 
prior to the initiation of Rajyoga training or patient counselling 
[T1], on the morning of the day of surgery [T2], on the 2nd post-
operative day [T3], in addition to on the 5th postoperative day 
[T4]. The serum cortisol level was determined in the morning 
of the day of surgery [T1], on the 2nd postoperative day [T2] 
as well as on the 5th postoperative day [T3], respectively. In the 
study, it was observed that the anxiety level of the patients prior 

to the surgery T1) as well as on the day of surgery [T2] were 
comparable amongst the two groups. Nevertheless, on the 2nd 
postoperative day [T3], the patients who underwent Rajyoga 
training had lower anxiety level in contrast to the control group 
[3.12 ± 1.45 vs. 6.12 ± 0.14, P < 0.05] as well as on the 5th post-
operative day [T4] it was found that Rajyoga practice had led to 
significant reduction in anxiety level [0.69 ± 1.1 vs. 5.6 ± 1.38, 
P < 0.05]. The serum cortisol quantities were further favourably 
modulated by the practice of Rajyoga meditation Thus the con-
clusions drawn were that. Mindbody intervention was observed 
to be efficacious in diminishing the anxiety of the patients and 
modulating the quantities of cortisol in patients undergoing well 
acknowledged stressful surgery like coronary artery bypass sur-
gery [89]. 

4.4 Effect of RM on obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD)
Patients with obsessive compulsive disorder [OCD] [diagnosed 
as per the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
fifth edition] were divided into two groups - (i) The meditation 
group [MG], that were inclusive of 28 patients along with (ii) 
The no meditative group [NMG], that were inclusive of 22 pa-
tients. MG practiced RM protocol for 3 months period along 
with the pharmacological treatment. The NMG continued on 
pharmacological management as usual. The symptomatology 
was evaluated at baseline in addition to 3 months using the Yale-
Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale [Y-BOCS]. At 3 months, 
both groups illustrated improvement in symptoms. The im-
provement in MG was statistically significant with an alteration, 
of 9.0 ± 3.16 in Y-BOCS as well as a 49.76 ± 9.52% decrease in 
symptoms. Improvement scores of NMG were also statistically 
significant with an alteration, 3.13 ± 2.59 in Y-BOCS and 18.09 
± 14.69% decrease in symptoms. MG illustrated significantly 
greater improvement in Y-BOCS scores [49.76 ± 9.52] in con-
trast to NMG [18.09 ± 14.69] with the utilization of the student's 
paired t-test [P < 0.001]. Thus, this study implicated that the RM 
is an efficacious adjunctive therapy to decrease obsessions in ad-
dition to compulsions in patients with OCD [90]. 

4.5 Effect of RM on treatment of neuropsychological diseases
Yoga is considered a widely-used strategy for health conserva-
tion as well as and can be utilized in the form of a treatment 
approach for a myriad of medical situations, inclusive of neu-
rological in addition to psychological disorders. Hence, Neurol-
lahimoghadam et al. [91], reviewed germane articles involving 
different neurological in addition to and psychological condi-
tions and along with collected data in the context of how yoga 
possesses positive influence on patients with a variable variety 
of conditions, inclusive of its modulatory action on various brain 
bioelectrical activities, neurotransmitters, along with synaptic 
plasticity. The part of yoga practice as an element of the treat-
ment of neuropsychological diseases was assessed dependent on 
these observations. These diseases comprise of psychological 
disorders like depression, Bipolar disorder, Schizophrenia, Anx-
iety, along with neurological conditions like Migraine, Parkin-
son’s disease; Alzheimer’s disease, Epilepsy as well as Multiple 
sclerosis [91].
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Legend for Figure. 11. 

Courtesy ref no 91
The effect of yoga intervention on various neurotransmitters in 
different brain regions. GABA: γ-aminobutyric acid

Legend for Figure. 12. 
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Courtesy ref no 91
The effect of yoga practice on the functional activities of various 
brain regions.

5. Conclusions
Thus, basically RM is separate from hath yoga which involves 
physical body exercises or asanas whereas this is meant to be 
the food for mind and positive thinking. We all are souls but 
significance is what kind of soul like say for mahatma Gandhi 
mahatma, souls with good virtues as devtasor deities  ,all these 
are in plural only param alias supreme aatma -soul is referred 
for God which is one and only 1 .while souls doing bad karma 
are referred to as paapatma.Christ,Budha,Mohammed all came 
to establish Dharam or religion likeBudhists,For Islam there are 
2founders Ibrahim & Mohammed later established Islam both, 
Christ comes later for Christianity, then Guru Nanak for Sikhism, 
Jain Dharam etc. With RM & positive thinking as illustrated nu-
merous diseases can get cured varying from SUD, various CAD 
without any angiography, different Neuropsychological Diseas-
es, cancers. A good example to be cited is a cardiologist who de-
veloped an infective brain lesion with Mycobacterium although 
strain was different from Tuberculosis but a v rare for which in 
world not many reports were there. He developed convulsions. 
In CDC Atlanta it was sensitive only to 1 drug of 19 drugs -he 
had to take daily amikacin which was v toxic and gradually sores 
in buttocks ,finally iv &surgery done -he thought he was rid but 
after 1 year another lesion appeared on the other side of brain 
when dress decided not to operate-finally in consultation with 
one of dads who told him you are a meditator so try giving in 
early morning charge to your brain after taking positive energy 
from supreme soul and subsequent to 1 year to the surprise of 
other doctors from the MRI the lesion was gone and now he is 
a v good practicing interventional cardiologist. It is important 
to do RM early in morning being in soul form by which a good 
connection with supreme soul is established.
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